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Mrutyunjaya Homa
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Mrutyunjaya Homa

6

Satchintana

3

Satchintana

9

Kriyayoga Punascetana

12 Kriyayoga Punascetana
13 Meditation with Music

10 Meditation with Music

20 Kundalini Beejamantra

17 Kundalini Beejamantra
22 Moon light dinner

24-26 Know thyself
25 Annual Meet of Surabhivana
Gaushala

24 Kriyayoga Punascetana

27 Kriyayoga Punascetana

28 Public Meet

28 Public Meet
31 Homa and Whole night Meditation
NOTE:
Annual Day of Goushala on December 25th and Mrityunjaya homa.
Whole night meditation on 31st December for welcoming new year.

Choose a day to just be with yourself!
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Seeker:
In God's creations, do taking care of my family pulls me away
different beings have different types of from my sadhana and meditation.
minds?
Guruji:
Taking care of your family is
Guruji:
Yes. All beings have different your duty. You cannot call your duty, a
types of minds. Trees and plants are rooted problem. If you did not want to take care
to the earth and do not move. So, God has of your family, you should not have
given them single-dimensional minds. married and raised a family. When you have
They do not have brains and their minds done something, the consequences are also
exist in the form of vibrations and waves. yours. You have married with a specific
Compared to animals and other creatures rationality behind it. You have done it with
with brains, trees do not feel much pain.
a good purpose; and the purpose is known
Animals and birds have minds that are two- to you. So always take care of your family,
dimensional. This allows them to move, to and continue with your sadhana and
run around the earth. These beings think meditation. There are many examples of
of yesterday and today, but they do not householder saints who have carried out
have 'jnana' or knowledge. Since they have their duties diligently and have also
brains, they feel pain, happiness and achieved great heights in spirituality.
despair more than the trees and plants.
Everything is a part of sadhana. Your
Man on the other hand, has a three- walking, sitting, talking, working, are all
dimensional mind. He is more intelligent par t of sadhana. Any necessar y
than the animals and because of this he has unavoidable thing cannot be regarded as
thoughts of yesterday, today and outside your sadhana. If it is an
tomorrow also. He also has an abundance unnecessary thing, you need not do it, and
of knowledge. Man has an intelligent mind. it is up to you to find out which things are
If this mind is used intelligently, then it is necessary. You must use your reason to
possible to live happily. Unfortunately, draw up a schedule which will help you to
more often than not, man fails to use his do your duties as well as to meditate. With
mind intelligently and in the bargain total determination and will power, you will
becomes unhappy and miserable. The find that you can do your sadhana and
mind is the reason behind all experiences meditation always. Pain and pleasure are
of joy and sorrow. Apart from the mind, mixed together in this life. Even to eat a
man also has a special feeling known as meal, somebody has to work hard in the
'Ananda Sthithi'. God has given this special field, plow the earth, grow the crop, thrash
feature only to man. Should man be aware the husk, grind it, and cook it. So, without
of this phenomenon, then it is possible for hesitation, continue to carry out your
him to turn his life into a success.
duties towards your family as well as
towards yourself by practising your
Seeker: I have a problem. I feel that sadhana and meditation without fail.
www.saveindiancows.org
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Seeker: When you serve others, are you Shakti or vibrations from the Sun and gives
also doing good for yourself ?
it to all creatures on the earth. On account
of this special power the cow is always in
Guruji: The purpose behind your service is 'Ananda'. Gau-shakti and Ananda flows
important. It will not be good for yourself, throughout its body. He who does Gauunless you know the reason why you are Seva automatically receives this Gau-shakti
doing service. You may be doing it with and Ananda. Kamadhenu and Kapila are
some selfish motive, or some egoistic most conducive for meditation. In case
satisfaction like name or fame. Some subtle you are interested, you are welcome to this
motive may be there within you. If the ashram as we have both these breeds here.
motive is selfish, service will not bring you You may come and feed these cows with
any benefit. Politicians do a lot of good their preferred food and then meditate near
service, but most of them do so with some them. In case you like to do so, you may
hidden motive. It is not easy to do service apply oil to their bodies and bathe them.
Service to the cows will enable you to
with no motive whatsoever.
absorb maximum vibrations emanated by
If you expect something in return, that is a them.
selfish action. Analyse this matter. Is this
work done with the expectation of return It is a well-known fact that the cow's body
of some kind, or do you expect nothing? If absorbs all the 33 crores vibrations that
you expect nothing, that's wonderful. Do emanate from the Universe. All these
not even expect thanks. If you think that vibrations are complementary as well as
you have done so much and people should necessary for the well-being of all beings on
thank you, then it is no good. Why should earth. In order to reach higher levels of
anybody thank you? You have done your meditation, these vibrations are very
duty. They may not thank you, they may conducive and supportive. So do come over
even insult you after you do service. You to our ashram, with family and friends and
must have the patience to bear the insult. It partake in this sublime experience by
depends upon your motive. If the motive is serving the cows and increasing the tempo
right, the result does not matter. Each thing of your meditation. There is no doubt
has to be handled in the manner necessary, whatsoever, that your life will turn out to be
smooth and happy.
with care.
Seeker: I am a meditator. Please tell me
how cows are conducive to meditation.
Guruji: Cow is the most 'satvic' animal
among all animals on earth. These animals
give perpetual peace and love. Cow is the
only animal on earth which draws the Surya

Practise meditation, and by and
by your mind will be so calm and
fixed that you will find it hard to
keep away from meditation.
- Holy Mother, Sri Sarada Devi

www.saveindiancows.org
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ASHRAM DIARY

Harvesting the crops. Volunteers with Guruji and Workers at our fields

Feeding of our Gau-mata on the Saraswathi Puja Day by Guruji and Malathi Amma

Puja at Babaji Manch on our Annual Day

Mrityunjaya Homa

Meditation at Sadhana Mandir
on our Annual day

Saraswathi Puja at
Nada Shri Kala Kendra
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SHODASA SAMSKARA

ur Scriptures prescribe a unique
conce pt of sixteen major
sacraments or 'Shodasa
Samskaras” (rites of passage), to be
performed by or for an individual,
beginning with the conception of life and
culminating with the last rites performed
after death.
The literal meaning of the word Samskara
is to purify or to refine.
A human being is not merely a material
body, that takes birth, exists and perishes
after death. Our ancient sages (Darshanika
– Seer) were able to see beyond the body
and mind, where science found it difficult
to advance. In their elevated states of
consciousness, the seers learnt many truths
about the Ultimate Reality – the Universal
Consciousness – the Supreme Soul –God.
Our individual souls are parts of that
Supreme Soul and these samskaras are
performed in order to cultivate positive
qualities which help purify the individual
soul and ultimately lead it to Realization, or
union with the Supreme Soul - God.

guidance, presence and grace is invoked
and felt during these 'Shodasa samskara'
ceremonies.
Practise of 'Shodasa samskara' helps one to
become physically, mentally, emotionally,
socially and spiritually strong. At every
stage, one has to remember that 'Life' is a
gift from God and that we must celebrate
'Life'. Yes! Birth and Death are but events
for celebration! Our sages were very
compassionate, for they encapsulated the
difficult spiritual laws of life in a simple
package called 'Shodasha samskara',
enabling us to live happily, with material
and spiritual fulfilment.

The sixteen samskaras reinforce the
thought of the Supreme Soul during every
stage of human life. If practiced diligently,
it ensures self-realisation in this very life.
The important factors required for selfrealisation are classified as Adhyathmika
(Self), Adhibaudhika (Terrestrial) and
Adhidaivika (Extra-Terrestrial). These
factors should be in harmony. The
imbalances should be harmonized before
the desired results can be achieved. Human
Our ancestors celebrated every important accomplishments at various stages of life
stage of life, right from conception to are sanctified by these Vedic rituals.
beyond cremation. It is said that by birth a
human being attains the status of a living There are about forty samskaras prescribed
creature and that after performing these by our Scriptures, of which sixteen, called
samskaras one gains the status of a twice- the 'Shodasha samskaras', are most
born. The rituals, mantras and blessings of prevalent today. There are a few samskaras
the Divine, the priests and the well-wishers, which do not come under the classification
sanctify the accomplishment. Divine above, but which are also widely performed
www.saveindiancows.org
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like performing puja while laying the
foundation stone of a building, the milkboiling ritual before one starts living in a
new house, etc.

Jatakarma: This rite is performed at the
birth of a child. It awakens the child's
intellect, gives it strength, and promotes
longevity for the child.

Though the samskaras vary a little, based
on the conventions of the community,
generally, the 'Shodasha samskaras' that are
to be performed at five different stages of a
human life, i.e. the prenatal years,
childhood years, student years, adulthood
years and old age or wisdom years, are:

Namakarana: This rite is performed on
the eleventh day after the child's birth when
the child is bestowed with a name.
Nishkramana: This rite is performed
before the baby's first outing into the world,
beyond the confines of the home.

Annaprashana: The is a rite for the first
Garbhadana: T h i s i s t h e p r e - feeding of solid food to the baby, usually in
consummation rites which purify the the sixth month after birth.
married couple. This important Samskara
raises the act of conception to a sacred Karnavedha Samskara: This rite is
occasion, and is purifying and uplifting for usually performed in the sixth or seventh
month after birth, and consists of piercing
the unborn child.
of the baby's ear lobes, so that earrings may
Pumsavana: T h i s r i t e i s u s u a l l y be worn.
performed between the second and fourth
month of pregnancy. Its purpose is firstly, Chudakarana Samskara: This rite is
to promote the birth of a male child (for performed at the end of the first year after
perpetuation of the family line); secondly, birth, or during the third year, when the
to protect the health of the foetus and for child's hair is shaved with only a tuft left at
proper formation of its organs, regardless the top of the head. This ritual shaving is
performed with prayers, and chanting of
of gender.
Vedic hymns for both boys and girls.
Simantonnayana Samskara: This rite is
performed in the fourth or fifth month of Aksharabhyaasa: This rite is performed
pregnancy when the mind of the foetus before the child begins its primary
begins to develop. Its purpose is to protect education by ceremonially introducing the
the newly forming mind of the foetus from child to the alphabet.
all negative influences and also to stimulate
the development of the unborn child's Upanayana Samskara: This rite initiates
the child into the formal study of Vedas. It
intellect.
www.saveindiancows.org
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is one of the most important and esteemed
of the samskaras. Traditionally, in the past,
upon performance of Upanayana, a boy
moves from home to live in the ashram of
the guru.
Samavartana Samskara: This rite is
performed when the disciple graduates
from his Vedic studies and returns from the
house of his guru. Thereafter, the disciple
can mar r y and enter the stage of
householder, grihasthashrama.
Vivaha: This rite is the traditional Hindu
wedding ceremony which is considered by
many to be the most important of all the
samskaras.
Panchamahayagna: In this rite, the
married couple performs the
panchamahayajna, or five great sacrifices,
daily. In this Samskara, one honours, in
turn, the rishis (ancient seers of Truth), the
gods, the ancestors, humankind, and all
created beings.
Vanaprastha Samskara: With this rite, a
man enters vanaprastha, the third stage of
l i f e , a f t e r b r a h m a c h a r y a ( Ve d i c
student/disciple) and grihasta
(householder). Here, a man leaves behind
his life in the world and retires to the forest
(with or without his wife), to live an ascetic
life devoted to study of the scriptures and
to meditation.
Antyeshti Samskara: The final sacrament,
the funeral rites, are known as antyeshti
Samskara.

We are pleased to announce the
visit of

Sadguru Parampujya

Brahmavetta Shri Devraha
Hansa Baba (Babaji) towards
the end of December 2015.
All Dhyanabandhus are
requested to be present at the
ashram during this period, to
receive the grace and blessings
of Babaji.
A meeting has been convened
at our ashram premises, on
Sunday, the 6th of December,
2015, at 2 p.m. (after the
Satchintana). Those, who are
interested in offering volunteer
services, are requested to
attend this meeting.

Whether you jump into water or
are pushed into it, your cloth will
get drenched. Meditate every
day, as when the mind is yet
immature constant meditation
will make the mind one-pointed.
- Holy Mother, Sri Sarada Devi

www.saveindiancows.org
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GREAT YOGI:

R

RAMLINGA SWAMI

amalinga Swami or Arutprakasa Vallalar
Chidambaram Ramalingam was a renowned
saint of the nineteenth century. He was
popularly called the Saint of Vadalur and belonged to
the lineage of Tamil saints known as “Gnana
Siddhars”. He experienced various stages of divine
transformation which is described extensively in his
masterpiece, The Divine Song of Grace, a
compendium of verses.
He is one amongst the few great souls who has attained
Sorubha Samadhi –the golden state of Godrealisation. Towards the end, before his disappearance
from earth on January 30, 1874, his body cast no
shadow. A famous photographer, Masilamany
Mudalier of Madras attempted to photograph him,
but the photographic plates revealed only his clothing
– and no part of his body, for his body had already
been converted into a body of sublime light. To avoid
undue publicity to this fact, Ramalinga Swami covered
his head and effulgent body with a white cloth. A
straight, slender figure of moderate height, he had a
long sharp nose and broad soothing eyes. He took a
small quantity of food in two or three days. He was
simple, humble, gentle and loving.
Ramalinga was born on October 5, 1823 to Ramiah
Pillai and his sixth wife Chinnamaiar in the Marudur
Village in South Arcot district of Tamil Nadu. It is said
that he had his first divine experience when he was five
months old. At the Chidambaram Temple, as the priest
offered the traditional Deepa aradhana to the Lord,
the infant Ramalinga laughed aloud. The reason being,
as he said, years later, "No sooner the Light was
perceived, happiness prevailed upon me”

(Supreme Grace Of Light)
became visible"
In 1824, Ramalinga's father died
and his mother was forced to
shift residence to Chennai and
stay with her elder son,
Sabhapathi and family. As a
child, Ramalinga showed dislike
for for mal education and
instead preferred to visit the
local Kandasamy temple. In
anger, his elder brother turned
him out of his house. However,
his compassionate sister-in-law,
gently prevailed upon him to
return home and pursue his
studies seriously. Nine-year old
Ramalinga, then relented and
returned home, when he was
promised a separate room for
himself.

“The sweet nectar was tasted by me as soon as the T h u s b e g a n R a m a l i n g a ' s
spiritual journey. In the solitary
Arutperunjyothi
www.saveindiancows.org
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confines of this room, he set up a mirror
and in front of it a small, lighted lamp and
meditated ceaselessly. The first reward
came in the form of a vision of Lord
Muruga.

fervour was not reduced. It is said that he
spent the nuptial night reading the
Tiruvasakam, a volume of Tamil hymns
composed by the ninth century Shaivite
bhakti poet Manikkavasagar.

Ramalinga's elder brother was a learned
scholar and upanyasaka (one who tells
religious stories). Once it so happened that
Ramalinga had to substitute for his brother
at an upanyasam session. At the session,
Ramalinga's brilliant exposition and
uninterrupted flow of words while
explaining a verse from the
`Periyapuranam', amazed the devotees and
Ramalinga was prevailed upon to finish the
series of scheduled lectures. Taking it as the
will of the Lord to initiate his mission in
this world, Ramalinga accepted the
invitation. His brother also graciously
acknowledged the mental and spiritual
superiority of his brother. Expressing his
gratitude to the divine, Ramalinga said:
"Effulgent flame of grace that lit in me
intelligence to know untaught.”

Ramalinga Swami was an ardent supporter
of vegetarianism. He was very generous
and disliked non-vegetarianism because he
was a believer of non-violence and for him
taking non-vegetarian food was assault to
that philosophy.
He started a school where students from
any community could study. He also
published a journal with the help of a
Muslim called Kadar Sahib to show his
faith in the equality of all people. However,
due to the opposition from various
sections, both these endeavours could not
continue.

Ramalinga Swami set up an organisation in
1865, which was known as the 'Samarasa
Suddha Sanmarga Satya Sangam' that
means the society for pure truth in
Ramalinga's spiritual journey then universal selfhood. He came out openly
progressed by leaps and bounds - from against caste system and the negative
being a devout Lord Siva devotee to impact it had on society.
worshiping the formless. He was averse to
money and later on refrained from food He set up a free eating house called Sathya
and sleep also. He renounced the world at Dharma Sabha at Vadalur in 1867, where
all could eat without any distinctions
the age of thirteen.
whatsoever. On the inaugural day he lit the
I n 1 8 4 9 , Ve l a y u t h a M u d a l i e r o f fire of the stone stove, with a declaration
Thuzhuvur, a reputed Tamil and Sanskrit that the fire be ever alive and the needy
scholar and poet, became his principal shall be fed forever.
disciple. Also, during this period he was
forced into marriage with his sister's During the next decade, at Thiruvotiur and
daughter. Nevertheless, his spiritual Chidambaram, he composed many
www.saveindiancows.org
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inspired passionate verses expressing his animals for the sake of food and advocated
feeding the poor as the highest form of
aspiration for the Lord's light of grace.
worship. Today there are spiritual groups
He opened the "Sathya Gnana Sabha" spread out all over the world who practice
(Hall of True Knowledge) at Vadalur on the teachings of Ramalinga Swami and
January 25, 1872. He wrote in detail about follow the path of Arul Perum Jothi.
the pooja to be performed in the Gnana
Sabha. The oil lamp lit by him is kept A renowned musician and poet, Ramalinga
perpetually burning. He said that our soul is Swami composed 5818 poems breathing
blinded by seven veils and that there are universal love and peace, compiled into as a
seven cotton fabric screens, representing single book called Thiruvarutpa (the holy
the seven factors that prevent a soul from book of grace). His other works are the
realizing its true nature. The entire Manumurai Kanda Vaasagam which
complex is bound by a chain with 21,600 describes the life of Manu Needhi Cholan
links, said to represent 21,600 inhalations and Jeeva Karunya Ozhukkam. His songs
by a normal human being. He said that the are sung even today by millions of school
intelligence we possess is Maya intelligence children, in praise of the “Arul Perun
which is not true and final intelligence. Path Jyoti”, the “Supreme Grace Light.”
of final intelligence is "Jeeva Karunyam".
Ramalinga Swami gave his last and most
famous
lecture on October 22, 1873,
The unique nature of the temple was that
no offerings in the form of fruits or entreating his audience to undertake a
flowers could be made and there was no spiritual quest and look into the "nature of
sign of benediction also. People of all the powers that lie beyond us and move
caste, creed and community could enter the us," and asking them to meditate on the
temple excluding the meat-eaters. They lighted lamp from his room, which he
could however worship from outside the placed outside, for this purpose. On the
auspicious day of January 30, 1874,
temple.
Ramalinga Swami entered the room and
One of the primar y teachings of locked himself in. He told his followers not
Ramalinga Swami is "Service to Living to open it and said that even if they did
Beings is path of Liberation/Moksha". He open it they would find nothing The
declared that death is not natural that our Government officials finally forced the
life's first priority should be to fight death. doors open in May 1974 and found that the
He said God is "Arul Perum Jothi" who is r o o m wa s e m p t y, w i t h n o c l u e s,
personification of mercy and knowledge. whatsoever. The Madras District Gazetteer
He said the path of compassion and mercy published by the South Arcot District in
are the only path to God. He advocated a 1906 records his disappearance.
casteless society and was opposed to
superstitions and rituals. He forbade killing The physical body of Ramalinga Swami
www.saveindiancows.org
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was neither buried nor cremated. He is
living even today with his body. He attained
Sorubha Samadhi, a “golden state of Godrealization and disappeared from the face
of the earth. Ramalinga Swami is one of
South India's most celebrated saints,
revered universally for his conquest of
death.

THE BILWA TREE:
ITS PROPERTIES
AND USES

(EXCERPTED FROM PRACTICE OF
AYURVEDA BY SWAMI)

B

ilwa (Bael) tree grows in almost all
parts of India, irrespective of the
nature of the soil.

Why worry over diabetes?
Live with Gau-mata to relieve
you from your illnesses!
Our ashram offers a five-days'
diabetes' treatment camp, to five
patients during a month, from
January 2016 onwards.
Those interested, may forward to
the ashram office, a written
application containing all
particulars including medical
history, along with the latest and
complete medical report/s.
Please note that the five
participants for the month will be
selected on a 'first-come-firstserved' basis. Hence you are
requested to register yourself well
in advance.

Properties:
The Bilwa is bitter, astringent and dry,
causes constipation but promotes
digestion. It cures all diseases caused by
Vata (wind) and gives strength to the body.
Certain portions of the tree possess special
properties.
The unripe fruit cures Vata, Kapha,
indigestion, stomach-ache and dyspepsia.
It is a stomachic (medicine that serves to
tone the stomach), improving its function
and increasing appetite to a higher degree
though it causes constipation more than
the root.

www.saveindiancows.org
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